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Abstrat

Gauss-Seidel is an iterative omputation used for solving sets of simulataneous linear equations,

Au = f . When these unknowns are assoiated with nodes in an irregular mesh, then the Gauss-Seidel

omputation struture is related to the mesh struture. We use this struture to subdivide the omputa-

tion at runtime using a tehnique alled sparse tiling. The resheduled omputation exhibits better data

loality and therefore improved performane. This paper gives a omplete proof that a serial shedule

based on sparse tiling generates results equivalent to those that a standard Gauss-Seidel omputation

produes.

1 Introdution

Gauss-Seidel and Jaobi are examples of iterative methods that are used to solve simultaneous linear equa-

tions, Au = f . Iterative methods solve for u by iterating over the system of equations, onverging towards

a solution. The iteratively alulated value of a mesh node unknown u

j

depends on the values of other un-

knowns on the same node, the unknowns assoiated with adjaent nodes within the mesh, and the non-zero

oeÆients in the sparse matrix whih relate those unknowns. Typially the sparse matrix is so large that

none of the values used by one alulation of u

j

remain in the ahe for future iterations on u

j

; thus the

omputation exhibits poor data loality.

The pseudo-ode for Gauss-Seidel is shown in (1). For eah iteration of the outermost loop, the entire sparse

matrix is traversed. We refer to the iterator i of this outermost loop as the onvergene iterator. The j loop

iterates over the rows in the sparse matrix.

1

The k loop, whih is impliit in the summations, iterates over

the unknowns related to u

j

, with a

jk

u

(i)

k

and a

jk

u

(i�1)

k

only being omputed when a

jk

is a non-zero matrix

value. a

jk

is the entry in the sparse matrix A at row j and olumn k. At eah onvergene iteration a new

value is generated for eah unknown u

j

, using the most reently alulated values for neighboring unknowns.
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There is one row in the matrix for eah unknown at eah mesh node.
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Figure 1: Irregular Gauss-Seidel iteration spae graph for 3 onvergene iterations

The Gauss-Seidel omputation over an irregular 2D mesh an be visualized with the iteration spae graph

shown in �gure 1. The iteration spae shown ontains three onvergene iterations. Eah blak iteration

point

2

, <i; v>, represents the omputations for all u

(i)

j

where u

j

is an unknown assoiated with mesh node

v and i is the onvergene iteration. The arrows represent data dependenes

3

between the iteration points.

Gauss-Seidel uses the most reent version of its neighbors, so some data dependenes ome from points in

the same i iteration and some data dependenes ome from points in the previous i iteration.

In this setting, data loality means that the data needed for the urrent iteration point are already in ahe.

If data used or generated by neighboring iteration points in the same i iteration are in ahe, then the

omputation exhibits intra-iteration loality. Inter-iteration loality ours when the data from previous i

iterations remain in ahe until their �nal use. Typial implementations of iterative algorithms like Gauss-

Seidel follow the shedule seen in (1), where the entire sparse matrix assoiated with the mesh is traversed

for eah onvergene iteration. Beause the mesh and therefore assoiated sparse matrix are typially quite

large it is very unlikely that inter-iteration loality ours in a typial iterative solver implementation.

Furthermore, the order in whih iteration points in the same i iteration are visited will a�et the amount of

intra-iteration loality.

Tiling is a ompile-time transformation whih subdivides the iteration spae for a regular omputation so

that the new tile-based shedule, where eah tile is exeuted atomially, exhibits better data loality. We

say a tile is exeuted atomially when all the iteration points in the tile are exeuted before any iteration

points in subsequent tiles. The non-aÆne loop bounds and indiret memory referenes in sparse matrix

omputations prohibit the use of ompile time transformations. We have developed sparse tiling [18℄, whih

tiles the iteration spae resulting from an irregular mesh at run-time (see �gure 2). The sparse tiled iteration

spae is then used to guide run-time resheduling and data reordering of Gauss-Seidel. Spei�ally, the

shedule hanges from sweeping over the entire mesh eah onvergene iteration to exeuting the iteration

points tile-by-tile.

Sparse tiling uses a graph partitioner to divide the irregular mesh into approximately equal size ells. In

2

We use the term iteration point for points in the iteration spae graph and node for points in the mesh.

3

Only the dependenes for one mesh node are shown for larity.
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�gure 2 the partitioning logially ours at the middle onvergene iteration, i = 2. The ells in the partition

at as seeds for tiles whih are grown throughout the rest of the iteration spae. For Gauss-Seidel over

irregular 2D meshes, this results in irregular olumn-shaped tiles whih inlude iteration points from all

onvergene iterations. The new shedule using sparse tiles improves inter- and intra-iteration loality and

thereby improve performane [18℄.
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Figure 2: Sparse tiled Gauss-Seidel

In this paper, we desribe the struture of a Gauss-Seidel omputation over an unstruture mesh. We then

give a run-time sparse tiling algorithm for suh a omputation. Based on the resulting sparse tiling we are

able to onstrut a new exeution whih satis�es the Gauss-Seidel partial ordering onstraints.

2 Terminology

The mesh an be represented by a graph G(V;E) onsisting of a set of nodes V and edges E. Although a

mesh typially has undireted edges (v; w) 2 E, for presentation purposes assume that for eah undireted

edge (v; w) in the mesh there are two direted edges <v;w>2 E and <w; v >2 E. Reall that eah node

in a mesh an have multiple unknowns assoiated with it suh as temperature, displaement, pressure, et.

The sparse matrix A is generated by reating a linear equation for eah unknown on eah node in the mesh.

Assuming eah unknown has a non-zero oeÆient in the sparse matrix A for all other unknowns on the

same node inluding itself and all unknowns on neighboring nodes, then the size of the sparse matrix is

d

2

(jEj+ jV j) where d is the number of unknowns or degrees of freedom for eah mesh node.

To desribe the sparse tiling algorithm we use the following terminology.

Iteration point, <i; v>, represents all omputation at onvergene iteration i for the unknowns assoiated

with node v.

Partition funtion, part(v) : V ! f0; :::; (k�1)g, maps eah node to a ell of the mesh partitioning, where

k is the number of tiles.
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Tiling funtion, �(i; v) : f1; ::; Tg x V ! f0; :::; (k � 1)g, returns the tile identi�er of the tile responsible

for exeuting the given iteration point. The tile identi�er also indiates the exeution order of the tiles.

Reordering funtion, �(v) : V ! f0; :::; (jV j � 1)g, spei�es a omplete ordering of the nodes v 2 V .

Shedule, s(t; i) : f0; :::; (k�1)g x f1; :::; Tg ! 2

f0;:::;(R�1)g

, spei�es for eah tile and onvergene iteration

the subset of matrix rows whih need to be omputed, where T is the number of onvergene iterations.

Exeution, e(i; v) : f1; :::; Tg x V ! f1; 2; :::; (T � jV j)g, indiates the relative exeution time for eah

iteration point.

3 Gauss-Seidel Partial Ordering Constraints

The outline of a Gauss-Seidel omputation is as follows:

1. Choose an arbitrary order for the nodes in the mesh, �(v) : V ! f0; :::; (jV j � 1)g.

2. Iterate towards onvergene over the mesh T times, where eah iteration visits all the nodes in the

hosen order

During eah onvergene iteration the unknowns at eah node v are updated using the most reent values of

unknowns assoiated with neighboring nodes w where <v;w> 2 E. The exeution resulting from a typial

Gauss-Seidel shedule is e(i; v) = (i� 1)jV j+ �(v).

By analyzing the struture of a Gauss-Seidel omputation, we �nd that although the Gauss-Seidel shedule

gives a total ordering on the exeution, the data dependenes between various parts of the omputation allow

for a less strit partial order. If the partial order is satis�ed by another exeution, then given the same node

order �(v), the new exeution will generate a solution whih is bitwise idential to the original Gauss-Seidel

exeution.

A Gauss-Seidel exeution satis�es the following Partial Ordering Constraints.

1. 8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and 8v 2 V; e(i; v) < e(i+ 1; v)

(the iteration points for eah individual mesh node are exeuted in order)

2. 8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, if �(v) < �(w) then e(i; v) < e(i; w) < e(i+ 1; v)

(if there is an edge between v and w then the exeution must maintain the order between v and w

spei�ed by � at eah iteration, and later iterations of the node v must exeute after previous iterations

of w)

4 Tiling Gauss-Seidel

Sparse tiling [18℄ subdivides the iteration spae of iterative algorithms suh as Gauss-Seidel in order to do

run-time data reordering and resheduling. Sparse tiling inludes the following run-time steps.
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� Partition the mesh

� Tile the iteration spae

� Reorder mesh nodes to improve intra-iteration loality

� Generate the sparse matrix from the reordered mesh

� Reshedule the sparse matrix omputation to improve inter-iteration loality

� Exeute the new shedule on the sparse matrix

The next sub-setions desribe eah part of the run-time proess for sparse tiling. Finally, we prove that a

serial exeution based on sparse tiling satis�es the Gauss-Seidel partial ordering onstraints.

4.1 Partition the Mesh

Although optimal graph partitioning is an NP-Hard problem [5℄, there are many heuristis used to get

reasonable graph partitions. The goal of graph partitioning is to divide the nodes of a graph into k roughly

equal-sized ells, in a way that minimizes the number of edges whose two endpoints are in di�erent ells.

Currently, we use the kmetis paritioning funtion in Metis whih is based on the multilevel k-way partitioning

desribed in [11℄. The k-way partitioning algorithm has a omplexity of O(jEj), where jEj is the number of

edges in the mesh. After the partitioning, all mesh nodes v 2 V have been assigned a ell in the partitioning,

part(v).

4.2 Tile the Iteration Spae

The mesh partitioning, generated in the Partition step, reates a seed partitioning from whih tiles an be

grown. We use the seed partitioning as the tiling at a partiular onvergene iteration, i

s

. In other words

at i

s

, where i

s

is one of the onvergene iterations 1 through T , �(i

s

; v) = part(v). To determine the tiling

at other onvergene iterations we add or delete iteration points from the seed partition to allow atomi

exeution of tiles aross onvergene iterations without violating any data dependenes.

The SparseNaive Algorithm shown in �gure 3 will generate the tiling funtion �, whih assigns iteration

points to tiles, and the relation NodeOrd, whih spei�es some onstraints on the reordering funtion �.

The �rst three instrutions initialize the NodeOrd relation and all of the �'s for the onvergene iteration i

s

.

We then loop down through the onvergene iterations that ome before i

s

setting the � funtion for eah

iteration point <i; v> to the same as the iteration point diretly above it. Finally, we visit the edges in the

mesh adjusting � to ensure that the data dependenes are satis�ed by the � values. We repeat this proess

for the onvergene iterations between i

s

and T in the upwards tiling. One neighboring nodes are put into

two di�erent tiles at any iteration i, there must be a onstraint on their node order � whih we indiate by

putting <v;w> into the relation NodeOrd if for any iteration i, �(i; v) < �(i; w).

An upper bound on the omplexity of this algorithm is O(TkjV jjEj), where T is the number of onvergene

iterations, k is the number of tiles, jV j is the number of nodes in the mesh, and jEj is the number of edges

in the mesh. The kjV jjEj term is due to the while loops at lines 6 and 17. In the worst-ase, the while loop

will exeute kjV j times. 8v 2 V , �(i; v) dereases monotonially and an take on at most k values, and in

the worse ase only one �(i; v) would derease eah time through the while loop. In pratie, the algorithm

runs muh faster than this bound.
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Algorithm SparseNaive(G(V;E),part,T ,i

s

,m)

1: 8v 2 V; �(i

s

; v) part(v)

2: for 1 � i � T , NodeOrd(i) ;

3: NodeOrd(i

s

) f<v;w> j �(i

s

; v) < �(i

s

; w) and <v;w> 2 Eg

Downwards tile growth

4: for i = (i

s

� 1) downto 1

5: foreah vertex v 2 V , �(i; v) �(i+ 1; v) end foreah

6: do while � hanges

7: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i+ 1)

8: �(i; w)  min(�(i; w); �(i+ 1; v))

9: �(i; v) min(�(i; v); �(i; w))

10: end foreah

11: end do while

12: NodeOrd(i)  NodeOrd(i + 1)

S

f<v;w> j �(i; v) < �(i; w) and <v;w> 2 Eg

13: end for

14: NodeOrd(i

s

) NodeOrd(1)

Upwards tile growth

15: for i = (i

s

+ 1) to T

16: foreah vertex v 2 V , �(i; v) �(i� 1; v) end foreah

17: do while � hanges

18: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i� 1)

19: �(i; v) max(�(i; v); �(i � 1; w))

20: �(i; w)  max(�(i; w); �(i; v))

21: end foreah

22: end do while

23: NodeOrd(i)  NodeOrd(i � 1)

S

f<v;w> j �(i; v) < �(i; w) and <v;w> 2 Eg

24: end for

25: NodeOrd  NodeOrd(T )

Figure 3: SparseNaive Pseudoode
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Algorithm SparseNaive(G(V;E),part,T ,i

s

,m)

f pre-ondition [1.1℄ (1 � T ) and (1 � i

s

� T ) and (2 � m � jV j)g

1: 8v 2 V; �(i

s

; v) part(v)

2: for 1 � i � T , NodeOrd(i) ;

3: NodeOrd(i

s

) f<v;w> j �(i

s

; v) < �(i

s

; w) and <v;w> 2 Eg

f post-ondition [3.1℄ 8v 2 V; �(i

s

; v) is initialized g

f post-ondition [3.2℄ �(i

s

; v) < �(i

s

; w) if and only if <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i

s

)g

Downwards tile growth

4: for i = (i

s

� 1) downto 1

f pre-ondition [5.1℄ 8v 2 V; �(i+ 1; v) is initialized g

5: foreah vertex v 2 V , �(i; v) �(i+ 1; v) end foreah

f post-ondition [5.1℄ 8v 2 V , �(i; v) = �(i+ 1; v)g

6: do while � hanges

7: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i + 1)

8: �(i; w) min(�(i; w); �(i+ 1; v))

f post-ondition [8.1℄ �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; w)g

f post-ondition [8.2℄ �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; v)g

9: �(i; v) min(�(i; v); �(i; w))

f post-ondition [9.1℄ �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v)g

f post-ondition [9.2℄ �(i; v) � �(i; w)g

10: end foreah

f post-ondition [10.1℄ 8v 2 V , �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v)g

f post-ondition [10.2℄ if � didn't hange then

8 <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i + 1), �(i; v) � �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; v)g

11: end do while

f post-ondition [11.1℄ 8 <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i + 1), �(i; v) � �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; v)g

f post-ondition [11.2℄ 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w)g

12: NodeOrd(i)  NodeOrd(i + 1)

S

f<v;w> j �(i; v) < �(i; w) and <v;w> 2 Eg

f post-ondition [12.1℄ 8 <v;w>2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)g

f post-ondition [12.2℄ NodeOrd(i + 1) � NodeOrd(i)g

13: end for

f post-ondition [13.1℄ 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1) and 8v 2 V , �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v)g

f post-ondition [13.2℄ 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w)g

f post-ondition [13.3℄ 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1), NodeOrd(i) is ayli g

f post-ondition [13.4℄ 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E,

if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i) g

Figure 4: SparseNaive Pseudoode with post-onditions, Part I
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Algorithm SparseNaive ont...

14: NodeOrd(i

s

) NodeOrd(1)

f post-ondition [14.1℄ for i = i

s

, NodeOrd(i) is ayli g

f post-ondition [14.2℄ for i = i

s

and 8 <v;w>2 E,

if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)g

Upwards tile growth

15: for i = (i

s

+ 1) to T

f pre-ondition [16.1℄ 8v 2 V , �(i� 1; v) is initialized g

16: foreah vertex v 2 V , �(i; v) �(i� 1; v) end foreah

f post-ondition [16.1℄ 8v 2 V , �(i; v) = �(i� 1; v)g

17: do while � hanges

18: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i � 1)

19: �(i; v) max(�(i; v); �(i � 1; w))

f post-ondition [19.1℄ �(i� 1; v) � �(i; v)g

f post-ondition [19.2℄ �(i� 1; w) � �(i; v)g

20: �(i; w) max(�(i; w); �(i; v))

f post-ondition [20.1℄ �(i� 1; w) � �(i; w)g

f post-ondition [20.2℄ �(i; v) � �(i; w)g

21: end foreah

f post-ondition [21.1℄ 8v 2 V , �(i� 1; v) � �(i; v)g

f post-ondition [21.2℄ if � didn't hange then

8 <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i � 1), �(i� 1; w) � �(i; v) � �(i; w)g

22: end do while

f post-ondition [22.1℄ 8 <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i � 1), �(i� 1; w) � �(i; v) � �(i; w)g

f post-ondition [22.2℄ 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i� 1; v) � �(i; w)g

23: NodeOrd(i)  NodeOrd(i � 1)

S

f<v;w> j �(i; v) < �(i; w) and <v;w> 2 Eg

f post-ondition [23.1℄ 8 <v;w>2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)g

24: end for

f post-ondition [24.1℄ 8q : (i

s

+ 1) � q � T and 8v 2 V , �(q � 1; v) � �(q; v)g

f post-ondition [24.2℄ 8q : (i

s

+ 1) � q � T and 8 <v;w>2 E, �(q � 1; v) � �(q; w)g

f post-ondition [24.3℄ 8i : (i

s

+ 1) � i � T , NodeOrd(i) is ayli g

f post-ondition [24.4℄ 8i : (i

s

+ 1) � i � T and 8 <v;w>2 E,

if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w> inNodeOrd(i)g

25: NodeOrd  NodeOrd(T )

f post-ondition [25.1℄ 8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and 8v 2 V , �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v)g

f post-ondition [25.2℄ 8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w)g

f post-ondition [25.3℄ 8i : 1 � i � T , NodeOrd(i) is ayli g

f post-ondition [25.4℄ 8i : 1 � i � T and 8 <v;w>2 E,

if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)g

Figure 5: SparseNaive Pseudoode with post-onditions, Part II
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Figure 6: Dependenes between post-onditions for SparseNaive Algorithm

Figures 4 and 5 list post-onditions for the SparseNaive tiling algorithm. Figure 6 shows how the post-

onditions relate to one another. Next we will give a proof for eah of the post-onditions.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 3.1 8v 2 V; �(i

s

; v) is initialized

Satis�ed by assignments in line 1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 3.2 �(i

s

; v) < �(i

s

; w) if and only if <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i

s

)

Satis�ed by assignments in lines 2 and 3.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 5.1 8v 2 V , �(i; v) = �(i+ 1; v)

Satis�ed by assignment in line 5 and pre-ondition 5.1. Pre-ondition 5.1 is satis�ed by post-ondition 3.1

when i = (i

s

� 1) in the loop starting at line 4. For all i suh that 1 � i < (i

s

� 1), it is satis�ed by the

previous loop iteration's post-ondition 5.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 8.1 �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; w)

Post-ondition 5.1 ensures that �(i; w) starts out equal to �(i+ 1; w). In line 8, �(i; w) an only be redued

thus postondition 8.1 holds.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 8.2 �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; v)
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Satis�ed by the assignment in line 8.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 9.1 �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v)

Post-ondition 5.1 ensures that �(i; v) starts out equal to �(i + 1; v). In line 9, �(i; v) an only be redued

thus postondition 9.1 holds.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 9.2 �(i; v) � �(i; w)

Satis�ed by the assignment in line 9.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 10.1 8v 2 V , �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v)

Satis�ed by post-onditions 5.1, 8.1, and 9.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 10.2 if � didn't hange then 8 <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i+1), �(i; v) � �(i; w) �

�(i+ 1; v)

Follows immediately from post-onditions 8.2 and 9.2. Notie that it is important that � not hange during

the entire foreah loop for this post-ondition to be true. For example, assume that <v

1

; v

2

>2 NodeOrd(i+

1) and <v

2

; v

3

>2 NodeOrd(i + 1) with �(i+ 1; v

3

) = 0; �(i; v

1

) = �(i+ 1; v

1

) > 0; and �(i; v

2

) > 0. If edge

<v

1

; v

2

> is visited �rst in the foreah loop, then it will still be the ase that �(i; v

1

) > 0 and �(i; v

2

) > 0.

However, later in the foreah loop when <v

2

; v

3

> is visited, �(i; v

2

) will be set equal to 0 due to line 9. It

will then be the ase that �(i; v

1

) > �(i; v

2

) whih will be remedied the next time through the foreah loop.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 11.1 8 <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i + 1), �(i; v) � �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; v)

The do while loop in lines 6 through 11 ends when � no longer hanges in the foreah loop starting at line

7. Therefore, due to post-ondition 10.2, post-ondition 11.1 is satis�ed.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 11.2 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w)

For i = (i

s

�1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, the tiling funtion values �(i+1; v) and �(i+1; w) were set in line 1. For

all i suh that 1 � i < (i

s

�1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, the tiling funtion values �(i+1; v) and �(i+1; w) were set

in the previous iteration of the for loop starting at line 4. The relationship between �(i+1; v) and �(i+1; w)

falls under three ases, either �(i+ 1; v) < �(i+ 1; w), �(i+ 1; v) > �(i+ 1; w), or �(i+ 1; v) = �(i+ 1; w).

Case 1: If �(i + 1; v) < �(i + 1; w) then due to post-ondition 3.2 if i = (i

s

� 1) and post-ondition 12.1 if

1 � i < (i

s

� 1), the following is true.

<v;w>2 NodeOrd(i+ 1) (2)

10



Due to (2), post-ondition 10.1, and the �rst inequality in post-ondition 11.1, the following is true for all i

suh that 1 � i � (i

s

� 1).

�(i; v) � �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; v) (3)

Case 2: If �(i + 1; v) > �(i + 1; w) then due to post-ondition 3.2 if i = (i

s

� 1) and post-ondition 12.1 if

1 � i < (i

s

� 1), the following is true.

<v;w>2 NodeOrd(i+ 1) (4)

Using (4) and swapping the roles of v and w in post-ondition 11.1, we �nd the following is true for all i

suh that 1 � i � (i

s

� 1).

�(i; w) � �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w) (5)

Case 3: If �(i + 1; v) = �(i + 1; w) then due to post-ondition 10.1 the following is true for all i suh that

1 � i � (i

s

� 1).

�(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v) = �(i+ 1; w) (6)

SparseNaive Post-ondition 12.1 8 <v;w>2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)

Satis�ed by the assignment in line 12.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 12.2 NodeOrd(i + 1) � NodeOrd(i)

Satis�ed by the assignment in line 12.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 13.1 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1) and 8v 2 V , �(i; x) � �(i+ 1; v)

Satis�ed by the loop bounds of the for loop starting at line 4 and post-ondition 10.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 13.2 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w)

Satis�ed by the loop bounds of the for loop starting at line 4 and post-ondition 11.2.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 13.3 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1), NodeOrd(i) is ayli

During the downwards tile growth, relations are added to NodeOrd(i) at line 12. Post-ondition 3.2 quar-

antees that NodeOrd(i

s

) is initialized as ayli. Using the indutive assumption that NodeOrd(i + 1)

is ayli, we show that eah new relation added at line 12 does not ause a yle with the relations in

NodeOrd(i + 1) and any other relations previously added during the urrent exeution of line 12.

We assume the ontrary and then derive a ontradition. Assume there is a path <w; x

0

> ::: <x

n

; v> in the

urrent set of relations suh that upon adding < v;w > a yle would be reated. Due to the �rst inequality

11



in post-ondition 11.1 and line 12 the following statement is true about the tiling funtion � values for the

nodes in the path at the urrent onvergene iteration i.

�(i; w) � �(i; x

0

) � � � � � �(i; x

n

) � �(i; v) (7)

Due to line 12, if the relation <v;w> is being added to NodeOrd(i) then the following is true.

�(i; v) < �(i; w) (8)

Combining (7) and (8) results in the ontradition that �(i; v) < �(i; v). Therefore, it is not possible to add

a relation <v;w> to NodeOrd(i) whih will ause a yle.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 13.4 8i : 1 � i � (i

s

� 1) and 8 < v;w >2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then

<v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)

Satis�ed by the loop bounds of the for loop starting at line 4 and post-ondition 12.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 14.1 for i = i

s

, NodeOrd(i) is ayli

Satis�ed by post-ondition 13.3 and the assignment in line 14.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 14.2 for i = i

s

and 8 < v;w >2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then < v;w >2

NodeOrd(i)

Due to post-ondition 12.2, the following statement is true.

NodeOrd(i

s

) � NodeOrd(i

s

� 1) � � � � � NodeOrd(1) (9)

Therefore after the assignment in line 14, the relations put intoNodeOrd(i

s

) at line 3 are still inNodeOrd(i

s

)

and post-ondition 14.2 is satis�ed by post-ondition 3.2.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 16.1 8v 2 V , �(i; v) = �(i� 1; v)

Satis�ed by assignment in line 16 and pre-ondition 16.1. Pre-ondition 16.1 is satis�ed by post-ondition

3.1 when i = (i

s

� 1) in the loop starting at line 15. For all i suh that 1 � i < (i

s

� 1), it is satis�ed by the

previous loop iteration's post-ondition 16.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 19.1 �(i� 1; v) � �(i; v)

Post-ondition 16.1 ensures that �(i; v) starts out equal to �(i�1; v). In line 19, �(i; v) an only be inreased

in value thus postondition 19.1 holds.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 19.2 �(i� 1; w) � �(i; v)

Satis�ed by the assignment in line 19.
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SparseNaive Post-ondition 20.1 �(i� 1; w) � �(i; w)

Post-ondition 16.1 ensures that �(i; w) starts out equal to �(i�1; w). In line 20, �(i; w) an only be inreased

in value thus postondition 20.1 holds.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 20.2 �(i; v) � �(i; w)

Satis�ed by the assignment in line 20.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 21.1 8v 2 V , �(i� 1; v) � �(i; v)

Satis�ed by post-onditions 16.1, 19.1, and 20.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 21.2 if � didn't hange then 8 < v;w >2 NodeOrd(i � 1), �(i � 1; w) �

�(i; v) � �(i; v)

Follows immediately from post-onditions 19.2 and 20.2. Notie that it is important that � not hange

during the entire foreah loop for this post-ondition to be true. For example, assume that < w

1

; w

2

>2

NodeOrd(i�1) and <w

2

; w

3

>2 NodeOrd(i�1) with �(i�1; w

1

) = �(i; w

1

) = 4; �(i�1; w

2

) = �(i; w

2

) < 4;

and �(i; w

3

) < 4. If edge <w

2

; w

3

> is visited �rst in the foreah loop, then after lines 19 and 20 it will still

be the ase that �(i; w

2

) < 4 and �(i; w

3

) < 4. However, later in the foreah loop when <w

1

; w

2

> is visited,

�(i; w

2

) will be set equal to 4 due to line 20. It will then be the ase that �(i; w

2

) > �(i; w

3

) whih will be

remedied the next time through the foreah loop.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 22.1 8 <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i � 1), �(i� 1; w) � �(i; v) � �(i; w)

The do while loop in lines 17 through 22 ends when � no longer hanges in the foreah loop starting at line

18. Therefore, due to post-ondition 21.2, post-ondition 22.1 is satis�ed.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 22.2 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i� 1; v) � �(i; w)

For i = (i

s

+1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, the tiling funtion values �(i�1; v) and �(i�1; w) were set in line 1. For

all i suh that (i

s

+1) < i � T and 8 <v;w>2 E, the tiling funtion values �(i�1; v) and �(i�1; w) were set

in the previous iteration of the for loop starting at line 15. The relationship between �(i�1; v) and �(i�1; w)

falls under three ases, either �(i� 1; v) < �(i� 1; w), �(i� 1; v) > �(i� 1; w), or �(i� 1; v) = �(i� 1; w).

Case 1: If �(i� 1; v) < �(i� 1; w) then due to post-onditions 3.2 and 12.2 if i = (i

s

+1) and post-ondition

23.1 if (i

s

+ 1) < i � T , the following is true.

<v;w>2 NodeOrd(i� 1) (10)

Due to (10), post-ondition 21.1, and the seond inequality in post-ondition 22.1, the following is true for

all i suh that (i

s

+ 1) � i � T .

�(i� 1; v) � �(i; v) � �(i; w) (11)
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Case 2: If �(i� 1; v) > �(i� 1; w) then due to post-onditions 3.2 and 12.2 if i = (i

s

+1) and post-ondition

23.1 if (i

s

+ 1) < i � T , the following is true.

<w; v>2 NodeOrd(i� 1) (12)

Using (12) and swapping the roles of v and w in post-ondition 22.1, we �nd the following is true for all i

suh that (i

s

+ 1) � i � T .

�(i� 1; v) � �(i; w) � �(i; v) (13)

Case 3: If �(i � 1; v) = �(i � 1; w) then due to post-ondition 21.1 the following is true for all i suh that

(i

s

+ 1) � i � T .

�(i� 1; v) = �(i� 1; w) � �(i; v) (14)

SparseNaive Post-ondition 23.1 8 <v;w>2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)

Satis�ed by the assignment in line 23.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 24.1 8q : (i

s

+ 1) � q � T and 8v 2 V , �(q � 1; v) � �(q; v)

Satis�ed by the loop bounds of the for loop starting at line 15 and post-ondition 21.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 24.2 8q : (i

s

+ 1) � q � T and 8 <v;w>2 E, �(q � 1; v) � �(q; w)

Satis�ed by the loop bounds of the for loop starting at line 15 and post-ondition 22.2.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 24.3 8i : (i

s

+ 1) � i � T , NodeOrd(i) is ayli

During the upwards tile growth, relations are added toNodeOrd(i) at line 23. Post-ondition 14.2 quarantees

that NodeOrd(i

s

) is initialized as ayli. Using the indutive assumption that NodeOrd(i � 1) is ayli,

we show that eah new relation added at line 23 does not ause a yle with the relations in NodeOrd(i� 1)

and any other relations previously added during the urrent exeution of line 23.

We assume the ontrary and then derive a ontradition. Assume there is a path <w; x

0

> ::: <x

n

; v > in

the urrent set of relations suh that upon adding < v;w > a yle would be reated. Due to the seond

inequality in the post-ondition 22.1 and line 23 the following statement is true about the tiling funtion �

values for the nodes in the path at the urrent onvergene iteration i.

�(i; w) � �(i; x

0

) � � � � � �(i; x

n

) � �(i; v) (15)

Due to line 23, if the relation <v;w> is being added to NodeOrd(i) then the following is true.

�(i; v) < �(i; w) (16)

Combining (15) and (16) result in the ontradition that �(i; v) < �(i; v). Therefore, it is not possible to add

a relation <v;w> to NodeOrd(i) whih will ause a yle.
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SparseNaive Post-ondition 24.4 8i : (i

s

+ 1) � i � T and 8 < v;w >2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then

<v;w> inNodeOrd(i)

Satis�ed by the loop bounds of the for loop starting at line 15 and post-ondition 23.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 25.1 8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and 8v 2 V , �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v)

This ondition states that all later onvergene iterations performed on the same node x will be in the

same or later tile. It depends diretly on post-onditions 13.1, and 24.1 whih are post-onditions for the

downward tile growth, and upward tile growth setions of the algorithm respetively. Between lines 13 and

the end of the algorithm, no assignments our to �(i; x) with 1 � i � i

s

and v 2 V . Also, post-ondition

24.1 is not invalidated by line 25 in the algorithm.

Notie that upon substitution of q = i+ 1 in post-ondition 24.1 we get the following statement.

8i : (i

s

+ 1) � (i+ 1) � T and 8v 2 V; �((i+ 1)� 1; v) � �(i+ 1; v) (17)

Rewriting (17) we get the following.

8i : i

s

� i � (T � 1) and 8v 2 V; �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; v) (18)

By ombining the domains of i in post-ondition 13.1 and (18) we get post-ondition 25.1.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 25.2 8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w)

This ondition states that all later onvergene iterations performed on the neighbors of any node v will be in

the same or later tile. It depends diretly on post-onditions 13.2 and 24.2 whih are post-onditions for the

downward tile growth and upward tile growth setions of the algorithm respetively. Between lines 13 and

the end of the algorithm, no assignments our to �(k; x) with 1 � i � i

s

and v 2 V . Also, post-ondition

24.2 is not invalidated by line 25 in the algorithm.

Notie that upon substitution of q = i+ 1 in post-ondition 24.2 we get the following statement.

8i : (i

s

+ 1) � (i+ 1) � T and 8 <v;w>2 E; �((i+ 1)� 1; v) � �(i+ 1; w) (19)

Rewriting (19) we get the following.

8i : i

s

� i � (T � 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E; �(i; v) � �(i+ 1; w) (20)

By ombining the domains of i in post-ondition 13.2 and (20) we get post-ondition 25.2.

SparseNaive Post-ondition 25.3 8i : 1 � i � T;NodeOrd(i) is ayli

This ondition is satisfed by ombining the domains of i in post-onditions 13.3, 14.1, and 24.3 whih

are post-onditions for the downward tile growth, reinitialization of NodeOrd(i

s

), and upward tile growth

setions of the algorithm respetively. No assignments are made to the NodeOrd(i) sets in the given ranges

between the post-onditions and the end of the program.
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SparseNaive Post-ondition 25.4 8i : 1 � i � T and 8 < v;w >2 E, if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w >

inNodeOrd(i)

This ondition is satisfed by ombining the domains of i in post-onditions 13.4, 14.2, and 24.4 whih

are post-onditions for the downward tile growth, reinitialization of NodeOrd(i

s

), and upward tile growth

setions of the algorithm respetively. No assignments are made to the NodeOrd(i) sets in the given ranges

between the post-onditions and the end of the program.

4.3 Reorder the Mesh Nodes

The �rst step of a typial Gauss-Seidel omputation is to assign an arbitrary order � to the nodes. This

a�ets the result of the omputation beause at eah onvergene iteration eah mesh node will use the most

reent values of the unknowns residing at neighboring nodes in the mesh to update its own unknowns. Mesh

nodes at eah iteration are omputed based on their order.

We have two goals when ordering the nodes: to satisfy the onstraints spei�ed in the NodeOrd relation and

to inrease intra-iteration loality. First and foremost, we must satisfy the NodeOrd relation so that we an

show the new exeution based on our onstruted � satsi�es the Gauss-Seidel Partial Ordering Constraints.

Seond, want to give onseutive numbers to nodes that at any iteration are exeuted by the same tile,

beause the data for a node is stored in memory based on its order. Therefore we want the data assoiated

with nodes exeuted by the same tile to be lose in memory and onsequently have better intra-iteration

loality. When these two goals onit, for orretness we always satisfy the NodeOrd relation.

We onstrut the reordering funtion � by performing a topologial sort of the nodes based on the NodeOrd

relation. SparseNaive post-ondition 25.3 (see �gure 5) states that NodeOrd is ayli, so a topologial

sort is possible. The time omplexity of the sort is O(jV j+ jEj). The topologial sort attempts to give nodes

within the same ell of the partitioning onseutive ordering. The resulting � has the following property:

if <x; y>2 NodeOrd then �(x) < �(y).

4.4 Generate the Sparse Matrix

We generate the matrix using the typial Finite Element Analysis (FEA) matrix assembly funtions, exept

we ensure that rows for the unknowns on eah node are onseutive in memory for improved intra-iteration

loality. This step is not ounted as overhead beause it is already part of FEA.

4.5 Reshedule the Sparse Matrix Computation

Inter-iteration loality is improved by exeuting multiple onvergene iterations on a subset of mesh nodes

that �t into ahe. The typial Gauss-Seidel shedule, as shown in (1), traverses the unknowns assoiated

with all the mesh nodes before moving to the next onvergene iteration. Therefore, in order to improve

inter-iteration loality we reshedule Gauss-Seidel based on the tiling funtion �.

Using the tiling funtion �, we generate a set of mesh nodes for eah tile to exeute at eah onvergene

iteration. We an then use the reordering funtion � to translate eah set of mesh nodes into the list of
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matrix rows assoiated with eah of the mesh nodes. As previously desribed, eah matrix row assoiated

with a mesh node will have onseutive ordering. For eah mesh node sheduled for a spei� tile and

onvergene iteration <t; i>, we add the matrix rows f�(v)d; �(v)d+1; :::; �(v)d+(d� 1)g to the set s(t; i).

The resheduling step has an upper bound of O(dT jV j), sine there are T iteration points for eah mesh node

and for eah on of these iteration points there will be d rows in the sparse matrix, where d is the number of

unknowns per mesh node.

4.6 Exeute the New Shedule

Finally, we rewrite the Gauss-Seidel omputation in (1) as the pseudoode in (21).

for t = 0; :::; (k � 1)

for i = 1; 2; :::; T

for all j in shed(t; i)

u

(i)

j

= (1=a

jj

)(f

j

�

P

j�1

k=1

a

jk

u

(i)

k

�

P

R

k=j+1

a

jk

u

(i�1)

k

)

(21)

The rewritten Gauss-Seidel omputation exeutes the iteration points tile-by-tile, and within a tile exeutes

one onvergene iteration at a time. Within a onvergene iteration, matrix rows assoiated with mesh nodes

are exeuted aording to the order given by �. The omplexity of this step is the same as Gauss-Seidel,

O(Td

2

(jEj+ jV j)), where d

2

(jEj+ jV j) is the number of non-zeros in the sparse matrix.

Beause of the new shedule in the rewritten Gauss-Seidel omputation the followingExeution Properties

hold for the exeution funtion e

0

based on sparse tiling.

1. for 1 � i; q � T and 8v; w 2 V , if �(i; v) < �(q; w) then e

0

(i; v) < e

0

(q; w)

(iteration points in one tile will all be exeuted before iteration points in later tiles)

2. for 1 � i < q � T and 8v; w 2 V , if �(i; v) = �(q; w) then e

0

(i; v) < e

0

(q; w)

(within a tile all iteration points in one onvergene iteration are exeuted before later onvergene

iterations)

3. for 1 � i � T and 8 <v;w>2 E, if �(i; v) = �(i; w) and �(v) < �(w) then e

0

(i; v) < e

0

(i; w)

(neighboring nodes within the same tile maintain the order spei�ed by �)

Next, we show that the exeution e

0

based on sparse tiling satis�es the Gauss-Seidel Partial Ordering Con-

straints.

4.7 Proof of Corretness

Given the SparseNaive post-onditions in �gures 4 and 5, the property for the reordering funtion � given

in setion 4.3, and the Exeution Properties 1-3 of the new shedule given in setion 4.6, we show that the

sparse tiling based exeution e

0

satis�es the Gauss-Seidel Partial Ordering Constraints.

Gauss-Seidel Partial Ordering Constraint 1 8i : 1 � i < (T � 1) and 8v 2 V , e

0

(i; v) < e

0

(i+ 1; v).
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This partial ordering onstraint requires that iterations on any node v are exeuted in order. Combining

SparseNaive post-ondition 25.1 and Exeution Properties 1 and 2 satis�es this property.

Gauss-Seidel Partial Ordering Constraint 2 8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and 8 <v;w>2 E, if �(v) < �(w)

then e

0

(i; v) < e

0

(i; w) < e

0

(i+ 1; v).

This partial ordering onstraint requires that for all edges <v;w>2 E, where node v omes before node w

in the node order �, ertain restritions on the exeution of iteration points for v and w must be satis�ed.

First we will show the following.

8i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and <v;w>2 E; if �(v) < �(w) then �(i; v) � �(i; w) � �(i+ 1; v) (22)

For the �rst inequality of (22), we assume the ontrary and derive a ontradition.

9i : 1 � i � (T � 1) and <v;w>2 E suh that �(v) < �(w) and �(i; v) > �(i; w) (23)

Due to SparseNaive post-ondition 25.4 and (23) the following statement is true.

<w; v>2 NodeOrd(i) (24)

Due to (24) and the � property the following is true.

�(w) < �(v) (25)

(25) ontradits the assumption in (23), therefore the �rst inequality of (22) is true.

To obtain the seond inequality of (22) we use SparseNaive post-ondition 25.2 and the fat that if <v;w>

is in E then so is <w; v>. Combining (22) with Exeution Properties 1 and 3 for e

0

shows that the sparse

Gauss-Seidel Partial Order Property 2 is satis�ed.

5 Implementing Sparse Tiling

The Partition, Tile, Reorder, and Reshedule steps aount for the run-time overhead of sparse tiling.

By ombining their omplexities we get an upper bound of O(dT jV j+TkjV jjEj). Sine all of these steps our

at run-time, their eÆieny is important. It is possible to rewrite the SparseNaive algorithm using WorkSets

to redue the omplexity of the overall overhead to O(dT jV j+T jEj). Figure 7 shows the SparseWorkSet

algorithm.

Consider only the downward tile growth phase (the argument for the upward tile growth is similar). In the

SparseNaive algorithm the while loop at line 6 is neessary beause a spei� �(i; v) ould hange multiple

times. Suh a hange ours if a relation <v;w> is in NodeOrd(i+1) and �(i; w) hanges due to a relation

<w; z>2 NodeOrd(i+1) whih is visited later in the foreah loop. The SparseWorkSet algorithm avoids

the need for the while loop by inorporating two hanges to SparseNaive. First SparseWorkSet has two

loops, at lines 5 and 11, over the relations in NodeOrd(i+1). The �rst loop makes sure that if node v omes

before node w in the NodeOrd relation, that the iteration point <i;w> must be in the same or an earlier

tile than the iteration point <i+1; v>. Sine the tiling funtion � values for all iteration points <i+1; v>
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where v 2 V won't hange at the urrent i iteration, we only need to visit eah <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i + 1)

one to get �(i; w) � �(i+1; v). The seond loop through the relations in NodeOrd(i+1) makes sure that if

<v;w>2 NodeOrd(i + 1) then iteration point <i; v> is put into the same or earlier tile as iteration point

<i;w>. Sine we visit the relations in NodeOrd(i + 1) in order of �(i; w), at any node v there won't be a

path in NodeOrd, <v;w>;<w; x

1

>; :::; <x

n�1

; x

n

> where �(i; x

n

) < �(i; w). Therefore, we only need to

visit eah <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i + 1) one in the seond foreah loop as well. Upon elimination of the while

loop, the omplexity of the algorithm hanges from O(TkjV jjEj) to O(T jEj).

Another ostly part of the SparseNaive algorithm ours at lines 12 and 23, where eah edge <v;w> in the

mesh must be heked to determine if <v;w> belongs in NodeOrd(i). If <v;w> isn't in NodeOrd(i + 1)

it must be the ase that �(i + 1; v) � �(i + 1; w). Thus, we only need to hek an edge < v;w > if either

�(i; v) or �(i; w) has hanged. In SparseWorkSet, IterWorkSet(i) keeps trak of all nodes v whose �(i; v)

value has hanged (gotten smaller). We use it to determine whih edges <v;w >2 E must be heked for

andiday in NodeOrd(i). Sine the upper bound on the number of edges in IterWorkSet(i) is jEj, the

worst-ase omplexity for SparseWorkSet remains O(T jEj).
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Algorithm SerialSparseWorkset(G(V;E),part,T ,i

s

,m)

1: 8v 2 V and 1 � i � T; �(i; v) part(v)

2: for 1 � i � T , NodeOrd(i) ;

3: NodeOrd(i

s

) f<v;w> j �(i

s

; v) < �(i

s

; w) and <v;w> 2 Eg

Downwards tile growth

4: for i = i

s

� 1 downto 1

5: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i + 1)

6: if �(i; w) > �(i+ 1; v) then

7: for 1 � q � i, �(q; w) �(i+ 1; v) end for

8: w 2 IterWorkSet(i)

9: end if

10: end foreah

11: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i + 1) in order by �(i; w)

12: if �(i; v) > �(i; w) then

13: for 1 � q � i, �(q; v) �(i; w) end for

14: v 2 IterWorkSet(i)

15: end if

16: end foreah

17: NodeOrd(i)  NodeOrd(i + 1)

18: foreah v 2 IterWorkSet(i); foreah <v;w>2 E

19: if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i)

20: end if

21: end foreah; end foreah

22: end for

23: NodeOrd(i

s

) NodeOrd(1)

Upwards tile growth

24: for i = i

s

+ 1 to T

25: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i � 1)

26: if �(i; v) < �(i� 1; w) then

27: for i � q � T , �(q; v) �(i� 1; w) end for

28: v 2 IterWorkSet(i)

29: end if

30: end foreah

31: foreah <v;w> 2 NodeOrd(i � 1) in reverse order of �(i; v)

32: if �(i; w) < �(i; v) then

33: for i � q � T , �(q; w)  �(i; v) end for

34: w 2 IterWorkSet(i)

35: end if

36: end foreah

37: NodeOrd(i)  NodeOrd(i � 1)

38: foreah v 2 IterWorkSet(i); foreah <v;w>2 E

39: if �(i; v) < �(i; w) then <v;w>2 NodeOrd(i) end if

40: end foreah; end foreah

41: NodeOrd  NodeOrd(T )

Figure 7: SparseWorkSet Algorithm
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6 Related Work

Related work an be ategorized by whether it deals with regular or irregular meshes and whether it attempts

to improve intra-iteration loality and/or inter-iteration loality.

Traditional tiling [21, 10, 4, 20, 19, 1, 12℄ an usually be applied to the loop nest whih traverses the unknowns

assoiated with a regular mesh. This is beause a regular mesh uses a 2D or 3D array data struture

with aÆne boundaries. These ompile-time tehniques only work for intra-iteration loality, beause the

onvergene iteration loop is not usually implemented in a way that ompilers an reognize as assoiated

with the loop over the sparse matrix. Also, determining the tiling and array padding fators has not been

solved for all ases. Rivera and Tseng [15℄ look more spei�ally at how to do tiling and array padding for

3D regular meshes.

There has also been work on run-time tehniques for improving the intra-iteration loality for irregular

meshes [8, 14, 2, 7, 13℄. Mithell et al. [14℄ desribe a ompiler optimization whih operates on non-aÆne

array referenes in loops. Sparse matrix data strutures require indiret array referenes, whih are a type

of non-aÆne array referene. Also, Im and Yelik [8, 9℄ desribe a ode generator alled SPARSITY whih

generates bloked sparse matrix-vetor multiply. Both Mithell and Im's tehniques improve spatial and

temporal loality on the vetors u and f when dealing with the system Au = f . Therefore, when applied

to an iterative algorithm suh as Gauss-Seidel the intra-iteration loality would improve. However, they do

not improve the temporal or inter-iteration loality on the sparse matrix, beause in their resheduled ode

the entire sparse matrix is traversed eah onvergene iteration. resheduling

Inreasing inter-iteration loality for iterative omputations on regular meshes is explored by [3℄, [16℄, [17℄,

and [6℄.

The only other tehnique to our knowledge whih handles inter-iteration loality for irregular meshes is

unstrutured ahe-bloking by Douglas et al.[3℄. They tile the iteration spae graph resulting from unstru-

tured grids in the ontext of the Multigrid algorithm using Gauss-Seidel as a smoother. They ahieve overall

speedups up to 2 with 2D meshes ontaining 3983, 15679, and 62207 nodes on an SGI O2. They partition

the mesh into ells using the Metis [11℄ partitioner; the dark lines show the mesh partitioning. They then

grow tiles from this partitioning up through the iteration spae while respeting the data dependenes. Eah

node needs the most reent values of its neighbors to exeute; therefore, the number of nodes they an

exeute in one tile shrinks eah iteration. The resulting tiles are pyramid-shaped. The new shedule for the

omputation exeutes all of the tiles atomially, and then does a seond phase of omputation to deal with

the rest of the iteration points.

7 Conlusion

We present an algorithm for generating a sparse tiling for Gauss-Seidel. We also give the full proof showing

that a serial exeution of sparse tiled Gauss-Seidel is bit-equivalent to standard Gauss-Seidel when both

omputations start with the same node order. Finally, we present a more eÆient version of the sparse tiling

algorithm based on WorkSets.
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